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ABSTRACT

In [6], a private organization named Verum1 developed the new ASD
methodology with the aim to find the design faults early in comparison
with the conventional software development life-cycles. This methodology is evaluated by applying in the case-study "Applying ASD to
Design and Verify the Back End Controller (BEC)" at Philips Healthcare,
Best, Netherlands. In brief, the methodology was studied initially and
later the BEC was designed using ASD. Finally, the design of BEC was
formally verified using the model checker FDR2 with the aim to prove
that the design is deadlock-free, livelock-free, and the requirements are
met.

1 www.verum.com
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ACRONYMS

CSP

Communicating Sequential Processes

ASD

Analytical Software Design System

UML

Unified Modeling Language

FDR2

Failure Divergence Refinement v2 series

G L O S S A RY

System

refers to the collection of software components one is
interested in specifying.

Environment refers to all entities external to the system with which the

system (when implemented) directly communicates.
System boundary refers to the list of all system interfaces.
Stimuli

refers to events (inputs, interrupts, invocations) in the
environment which can affect system behavior.

Responses refers to the system behavior(s) which are observable in the

environment.
Deadlock A concurrent system is deadlocked if no component can make

any progress, generally because each is waiting for
communication with others.[23]
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Livelock When a program which runs into an infinite loop this situation

is known as livelock. This situation occurs when a component
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1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the exponential growth of software size in today’s world, these
software systems behave in a complex way and are in continuous
contact with their environment. Thus, designing and understanding
the behavior of such systems is an important task in the Software
Development Life-cycle1 . The process of designing such systems leads
to the notion of a model, which in general is an abstraction from the
implementation and its details.
In the field of software engineering, UML [3] is a standardized modeling language that includes a graphical notation used to create an
abstract model of a system, referred to as UML model. UML provides
sequence diagrams, activity diagrams, and state machine diagrams
for modeling the dynamic behavior view of any system. To be precise, these diagrams are used to define the overall flow of control in
the system. Using these diagrams to define the complex behavior is
generally incomplete and inconsistent for large systems due to the
incapability of handling non-determinism, and synchronization issues
in these diagrams. To remove these issues one can use process algebras
[1] which are diverse families of related approaches to formally model
concurrent systems but which are associated with academia only.
Analytical System Design (ASD) is a methodology with its toolset developed by Verum Consultants. It combines the application of
formal methods developed in academia and software development
processes developed in industry. Also, it offers modeling with specification methods that avoid difficult mathematical notations and remain
understandable to all project stake-holders. ASD [4] combines the existing Box Structure Development Method (BSDM) [18, 22] and the process
algebra Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [13, 23] together with
its model checker FDR (Failure Divergence Refinement) [17, 24] integrating them into the industrial software development process. Sequence
Based Specifications [21] are used to specify functional requirements
and designs as black box functions. Then the Box Structured Development Method is applied to transform the black box design into state
box specifications (on which programming is based). The ASD Model
Generator generates mathematical (CSP) models from the black box
specifications and state box specifications and designs automatically.
These models can be verified using a model-checker FDR. ASD Code
Generator can generate significant amounts of code automatically from
the ASD specifications [7].
Philips Healthcare (PH) manufactures a range of X-Ray modalities.
Although widely differing in purpose, in general terms many of these
systems share a similar global architecture, Common X-Ray Architecture (CXA2007) [19, 15]:
1 See [20, 27]

1
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Process Algebra is
the study of behavior
of parallel or
distributed systems
by algebraic means. Jos Baeten [1]
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• A Front-End (FE) system is used to position a patient, to position
the X-ray beam, to generate and capture images.
• An Image-Processing (IP) system is used to manipulate or enhance a captured image.
• A Back-End (BeX) system is used to control the meta-process
surrounding the use of the modality, manage and distribute
captured data and images, schedule patients, etc.

Figure 1: Three sub-systems in CXA2007 [15].

The focus of this work is on the Back End. The control model for the
BeX is based on a central controller. This controller (also known as BEC
Controller [9]) coordinates the different software units that are part of
the BeX system. Thus, the Workflow Unit plays a central role in this design as the controller is a part of it. It acts as a central controller for both
the application layer (Workflow Manager) as well as the service layer
(Workflow Service). Philips Healthcare generally uses conventional
software engineering practises, i. e. UML with informal specification
(written in natural language) are used to describe the software. Thus,
the verification process is not automated and the implementation is
tested2 at the end (apart from reviews and code checking tools). To
increase reliability in product development, finding errors in design in
a early phase and in a more efficient way, Philips Healthcare wants to
investigate the use of ASD and its tool-set.
1.1

problem statement

The goal of this project is to apply and evaluate ASD and its tool-set in
the BeX product. This is done by using ASD to model3 the Orchestration
Controller which is a part of the BeX software. This study will answer
the following questions:
2 In Philips healthcare, testing is done at different levels and on different work products
using reviews, unit test and integration test.
3 ASD model is not a deliverable for BeX product. It is exclusively a study model from
which conclusions can be drawn.

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]

1.2 organization of thesis

a. For which systems ASD verification techniques are useful. Can
these techniques be applied to a complete system or a part of it?
b. If applied, where does it fit in the software development lifecycle?
c. Does the model generated by ASD support extendibility, so that
the system is extendible, adding new units?
d. Can we verify whether properties like Deadlock freeness, livelock freeness etc are met or not?
e. What are the limitations found while using the ASD methodology?
1.2

organization of thesis

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the ASD methodology, the steps needed
to design a system using this methodology and its outcomes. In Chapter
3, the complete case-study is presented in which the ASD methodology
is applied to design the BeX orchestration controller [9]. In Chapter 4
CSP is introduced briefly so as how to compose the overall system in
CSP and provides different assertion which should be checked by using
FDR2. Finally, the results of the case-study and conclusions drawn upon
after applying ASD in the case-study are presented in Chapter 5.

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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2

ASD METHODOLOGY

This chapter gives an overview of the ASD methodology, the steps
needed to develop the design of a system using this methodology, and
its outcomes. We start by comparing the ASD methodology with the
conventional software development life-cycle.

Figure 2: Conventional Software Development Process [6].

A conventional software development process [6] with its essential
phases is depicted in figure 2. By a conventional software development
process we mean the existing software life-cycle models for example the
waterfall-model, the iterative-model, and the spiral-model etc. Crnkovic
et al. in [10] distinguished these different life-cycle models into two
main groups:
• Sequential models: which define a sequence of activities in which
one activity follows after a completion of the previous one. Examples of sequential model are Waterfall model or V model.
• Evolutionary models: which allow several activities in parallel
by allowing the next activity to start before completing a previ-

5
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ous activity. Examples of evolutionary model are Iterative and
incremental development, or Spiral model.
Thus, independent of the type of the life-cycle model we can identify
the basic activities present in any life-cycle process model as shown
in figure 2. The details about each of the phases (or activites) can be
found in [6]. An important point to be noted in figure 2 is that, all
specifications are described in an informal1 way which leads to the
following problems:
1. The Design cannot be rigorously verified against their requirement specification and thus properties like whether the system
design is deadlock-free, livelock-free, etc cannot be proven.
2. Automatic verification is hard to obtain in conventional software
development process.
3. In conventional software development life-cycle, verification is
done via testing based on sampling.

Program testing can
be used to show the
presence of bugs, but
never their absence Dijkstra [11].

4. In conventional software development life-cycle, testing cannot
start until implementation phase is finished and due to this the
faults in the design or interface specification are detected late.
Hence, increasing cost and time will be spent in the testing phase.

2.1

what is asd

The place of ASD in the software development life-cycle (by adding a
step in the conventional life-cycle model) is to receive informal system
design specifications and convert them into verified design specifications for use in the implementation and testing phase (see Figure 3).
This formal specification can then be verified before actually doing the
implementation and can be used to generate code. Thus, ASD introduces an additional verification loop early in the development life-cycle
reducing the time spend in the testing phase. The conversion of an
informal to formal design specifications is done by using the ASD
tool-set which is provided by Verum2 . This conversion still requires a
human to make formal specification (See section 2.1.1). An ASD tool-set
comprises [6]:
1. An editor for manually converting the informal specification into
the formal specification (i. e. sequence based specification).
2. A CSP generator which generates the CSP models from the
sequence based specifications ( and to analyze these generated
CSP models, the FDR23 model checker is used).

1 informal : they are not described using rigorous notation based on mathematical
theory
2 www.verum.com
3 www.fsel.com/software.html

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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Figure 3: ASD methodology [6].

3. Code generator: to derive the required verified design specifications from the CSP models in a high level implementation
language.
The inclusion of ASD system in conventional software development
life cycle (as shown in Figure 3) and steps provided by ASD to design
the software system leads to name this approach as ASD methodology4 .
With this statement, we arrive at the first research questions of this
thesis, namely RQ2.1.
2.1.1

ASD Road-map

The explanation of different steps in the flow diagram (see Figure 4)
are following:
1. Define system context: This is basically an pre-modeling (architecture) phase. In this phase it is assumed that the context diagram
of the system is given which is to be modeled using ASD. From
the context diagram, for each components its used and implemented (provided) interfaces with their respective stimuli and
responses are identified (Section 2.3). This is required as in ASD
one can design Interface models (to provide the black box view
of the component which implements it) and Design models (to
provide the internal logic which is hidden from its implemented
interface)(Section 2.2.1).
2. Mealy Machine: is a finite state machine in which each transition
edge is labeled with input/output pairs. This labeling denotes
4 In most of ASD literature provided by Verum, the term "ASD technology" is used due
to the inclusion of several tools like CSP generator, C] code generator, etc.
[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]

RQ2.1: For which
software systems
ASD methodology is
useful? Also whether
system under
development using
ASD can be part of
system or it should
be a complete
system?
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Figure 4: ASD Road-map

that on firing of a transition, an output is generated based on its
current state and an input. Here we consider a slight extension to
traditional Mealy machines as in [14](see Section 2.4 for details).
The two key differences between Mealy machine and a Finite
automaton are:
• A Mealy machine does not have final states as contrast to a
finite automaton because it does not accept or reject input.
This motivates us to model a reactive system using a Mealy machine. We have that reactive systems usually never terminate
and continuously interact with their environment.
• In a Mealy machine each transition produces an output that
is based on the current state and the input.
3. Sequence Based Specification: This is a method for producing
consistent, complete, and traceably correct software specifications. This method is based on a simple sequence enumeration

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]

2.2 asd concepts

procedure, see Section 2.4 for details. In this step, all the project
stakeholders are involved to review the sequence based specifications and the Mealy machine.
4. Box Structure Development Methodology [18]: operates by identifying and refining abstractions to develop a software system
through three views:
• Black box: is a state-free description of the external view of
the system [4]. Let S and R denote the set of stimuli and
responses respectively of a system. Then the black box BB
is defined as a total function that maps stimulus history to
responses given as BB : S∗ → R, where S∗ is the set of all
finite sequences over S.
• State box: is derived from the black box and introduces an
internal state. A state box SB is given by a total function
SB : (Q × S) → (Q × R), where Q, S and R are the sets
of states, stimuli and responses respectively. The state box
function (SB) and next-state function (δ) in a Mealy machine
are slightly different as the latter function has its range in
(Q × R) and former function has its range in Q.
• Clear box: is an implementation of the state box in a high
level programming language like C + +, C] etc.
The conversions of sequence based specification to black box,
state box and CSP are not discussed in this thesis. However, these
conversions can be found in [4].
5. Communicating Sequential Processes(CSP) [13]: is a process algebra for describing concurrent processes that communicate with
one another or their environment. Using ASD tool-set, state box
are modeled using a CSP process [4] and FDR2 is used to model
check them. FDR2 [17] is model checker for CSP that provides
fully automated verification of refinement, determinism, deadlock
freedom, and livelock freedom. In addition to these properties
checking (verification), we can also use FDR2 to validate the
design specification (See Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
6. Code generation: This feature of ASD tool-set is also not discussed in this thesis.
2.2

asd concepts

ASD assumes that different components interact with the call to their
respective interfaces. The channel which provides this interaction is
assumed to be an ideal5 channel.
2.2.1

ASD models

Within ASD one can make following types of models[8]:
5 lossless

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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• Interface model. This is a model of the externally visible behavior
of an ASD component6 or a Foreign component7 specified in an
ASD interface specification. It specifies the events (both stimuli
and responses) of a component which are visible to its client. It
may also specify an internal interface and set of stimuli (abstract
stimuli ) which are hidden from its client. These abstract stimuli
are used to represent the hidden internal behavior of the implementation. Generally, interface model is the specification for the
component which implement’s it. Due to this nature interface
model are generally non-deterministic.
• Design model. This is a model of the internal behavior of an ASD
component (design). It references the corresponding Interface
model for its client interfaces (I. e. Set of stimuli and responses
of a component will be same as defined in its implemented
interface). It also references the corresponding interface models
of each used interface (Set of stimuli defined in its used interfaces
will become set of responses and set of response defined in its
used interfaces will become set of stimuli for that component). In
ASD one can also model design as depicted in Hierarchal state
machine (for details see [8]).
• Usage model. This is a model of a system, subsystem or component
from which test cases are generated (for details see [8]).
• General Model. This model is same as Design model but in which
code generation feature of ASD is not used. Here, ASD is used
purely as a CSP generator and the model can use any CSP expression (defined as an invariant).

(a) Durative Action.

(b) Non-durative Action.

Figure 5: Events in ASD.

6 ASD Component is a component designed using ASD.
7 Foreign component is one which is not designed using ASD, but only it’s interface is
specified in ASD.

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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2.2.2

Durative Action and Non-durative Action

Components designed using ASD work from the concept of a clientserver model where a client requests the server to perform the desired
task. The server in turn may perform processing based on the request
and later give response to the client. A durative action (see Figure 5) is an
event which requires some time to process i. e.when the server receives
a request from the client it takes time to perform some processing and
later provide a response to the client (Note that the client is not blocked
after receiving void return as shown in the above figure). A non-durative
action (see Figure 5) is an event which does not require any processing
i. e.when the server receives a request from the client it immediately
provides the response to the client. Thus, durative actions can be seen as
asynchronous events and non-durative actions are synchronous events.
In ASD, ‘+’ symbol is appended after the name of durative action to
indicate the void return.
2.2.3

Call-back Semantics

Components are able to generate call-backs in response to previous
requests (durative actions) or due to the necessity to report unsolicited
events. Call-backs in ASD8 are decoupled via a queue mechanism. This
means that call-backs from a component are processed by the client in
the same order as they have been sent by that component (no message
overtaking, no priorities, etc). To distinguish events (synchronous or
asynchronous calls), internal events, and call-back events, ASD provides
three channels for every interface model. Let IX be the interface name
then the three channels provided in ASD are:
• IX.E: denotes that E is an normal event.
• IXINT.E: denotes that E is an internal event.
• IXCB.E: denotes that E is an call-back event.
2.2.4

Run-to-completion Semantics

The state behavior of components design under ASD should adhere
to Run-to-completion semantics. This mean that once a stimulus has
fired, all corresponding responses will be processed completely in the
specified order and all state predicates are updated before the state
transition is made.
2.2.5

Monitor Semantics

Monitor semantics implies that a call on the interface by a client is
processed to completion before further calls are accepted from the same
client thread and other client threads and processed. Figure 6 shows
two important points with respect to monitor semantics:
8 To know more about the implementation of Call-back semantics, see Appendix A.

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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• Order of invoking callbacks by a server is independent of the
order of invoking methods at the server,
• Processing of client B is only started after returning the request
of client A.

Figure 6: Monitor Semantics.

2.3

decomposition of system in asd

Before specifying a system design in ASD, the system should be
decomposed with following two viewpoints:
• In ASD, the externally visible behavior of a component is called
the functional interface behavior (or the interface model). This
is the functional behavior visible to the component’s clients. At
this level of abstraction, design and implementation details are
not visible and as a result, the functional interface behavior is
almost always non- deterministic. These specifications in ASD
are in the form of a total mathematical relation called a Black Box
Relation[5].
• The functional design of a component (or the design model) is
always deterministic. It specifies the component’s behavior in
terms of its interaction with its clients and all other components
its uses. In ASD, designs are specified in the form of a total
mathematical function called a Black box function[5].
The above decomposition can be easily explained by following this
example. Consider Figure 7 where the component Ca is the system
under development and ICb , ICc are the interfaces provided by the
component Cb and Cc respectively. Let Si and Ri be sets of stimuli and
responses for component Ci where i = a, b, c. To this end, black box

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]

2.4 sequence based specifications

Figure 7: A sample context diagram in ASD

function is borrowed from Box Structure Development Methodology
[18, 21]. For the component with S and R (where S and R are stimulus
and response sets respectively) the black box for that component is
given by BB : S∗ → R, where S∗ denote the set of all finite length
sequences of elements of S. Black box function is always a complete
function which maps each sequence of stimuli to the correct response.
Thus, black box function for:
• Interface ICb is given by ICb : S∗b → Rb .
• Interface ICc is given by ICc : S∗c → Rc .
• Interface ICa is given by ICa : S∗a → Ra .
• Component Ca is given by Ca : (Sa ∪ Rb ∪ Rc )∗ → (Ra ∪ Sb ∪
Sc ). Since the set of stimuli and responses for Ca will be (Sa ∪
Rb ∪ Rc ) and (Ra ∪ Sb ∪ Sc ) respectively, the function of Ca is
then defined as the sequence of history of all stimuli of component Ca mapping to a single response of component Ca .
To summarize, the domain of the Black box relation and Black box function is the set of all possible sequences of input stimuli, including illegal
sequences, and the range is the set of all possible system responses. The
domain and range of the Black box relation is restricted to the set of
stimuli and responses visible to clients via the component’s interface
(see above the definitions of ICa , ICb , and ICc ). The domain and range
of the Black box function are the unions of the sets of sequences and
responses visible at its client interface plus all interfaces via which it
interacts with other components (see above the definition of Ca )[5].
2.4

sequence based specifications

The method used to derive a Black Box function representing a design
is the Sequence Based Specification Method [21, 22]. Sequence Based
Specification (SBS) provides a technique (sequence enumeration) for iteratively discovering a specification from requirements and a technique
(sequence abstraction) for controlling the growth of this enumeration

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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process. In ASD, SBS are used to specify functional requirements and
designs as black box functions [6]. Consider the example in Section 2.3.
In Figure 7, Ca is the system under design and ICb and ICc are the
interfaces provided by Cb and Cc respectively. To develop Ca using
ASD one should:
1. Create SBS for ICa , ICb and ICc , i. e. create SBS for both used
and implemented interfaces of the component which is to be
designed.
2. specify the design of Ca using used interfaces (in this case ICb
and ICC ) in a sequence based specification.
The steps needed to create a sequence based specification for components (design model)/interfaces (interface model) are the following:
• Identify system boundary.
• Identify used/implemented interfaces.
• Itemize stimuli for each interfaces and denote this set by S.
• Itemize responses for each interfaces and denote this set by R.
Include also illegal, blocked, and null responses into R. In the
previous section, we used black box relation and function to
be total; therefore, we must include input sequences of stimuli
that may be illegal or cannot happen (blocked) by providing
responses as illegal, blocked or null. Thus, responses in ASD can
be specified as
– Valid Response: events resulting of information flow from
inside to outside the system boundary.
– Null: Some stimuli will have no response. To deal with this
situation, a special value null is introduced in ASD.
– Illegal by definition: refers to the system behavior which
is impossible for the system to observe it or for the environment to generate it. If a stimulus cannot occur, then it
is illegal by definition. In ASD response for such stimulus is
written as Blocked.
– Illegal by design: refers to the system behavior which is
possible for the system to observe or for the environment
to generate but which is illegal by design. If a stimulus can
occur, but it is not allowed to occur, then it is illegal by design.
In ASD response for such stimulus is written as Illegal.
• Draw a Mealy Machine depicting the intended behavior of component/interface. Here we consider Mealy machine M as in [14] but
P
with one additional tuple for predicates: M = (Q, , Γ , P, δ, λ, qI )
where,
– Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , q|Q| } is a finite set of states,
P
–
= S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s|S| } is a finite input alphabet,
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state update

next state

qI
s1

p == true

r1

p = false

δ(qI , s1 ) ∈ Q

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

s|S|

p0

rn

p0

== true

== true

for other states . . .
Table 1: A sample Sequence Based Specification.

– Γ = R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r|R| } is a finite output alphabet,
– P = {p11 , p12 , . . . , p21 , p22 , . . . } is the set of unbounded
predicates and can be used if there is a need for transitions
to be guarded. For instance the transition from state qi with
stimulus sk to qj can happen only if pik is true,
P
– δ : Q×
→ Q is the next state function, such that a
machine in state qj , after reading symbol sk , moves to state
δ(qj , sk ) ∈ Q. For guarded transition, the transition to state
δ(qj , sk ) ∈ Q is only possible if pjk ∈ P is true,
P
– λ : Q × → Γ is the output function, such that a machine in
state qj , after reading symbol sk , writes symbol (transition
label) λ(qj , sk ) ∈ Γ , and
– qI ∈ Q is the initial state in which the machine is found
before the first symbol of a string is processed.
• Perform enumeration process: For each state q ∈ Q, one has to fill
in Table 1. In this table for initial state qI , all stimuli in S with
their respective responses, next state from qI , predicate, and state
update are shown with arbitrary values. The predicate column is
used if there is a guard present for that transition in the Mealy
machine. The state update column is used to change the value of
predicates before that state transition is made. These two columns
can be left blank if there are no predicate and state update for
that row in SBS. For an illegal response, the next state column is
filled with a hyphen symbol ‘-’ is used to indicate that there is no
transition from q with stimulus si . For a blocked9 response, the
next state column is filled with a plus symbol ’+’. For null and
valid observable responses, the δ function is used to indicate the
next state.
When the SBS of interface and design models are completed, the CSP
scripts of interface and design model can be generated by the CSP
generator in the ASD tool set. These scripts are then fed into the model
checker FDR2 to perform analysis10 .
9 for blocked stimuli, CSP script is not generated. This helps in reducing state-explosion.
10 We will consider analysis phase in Chapter 4
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The black box and state box function are generated internally (hidden
from the user) by the ASD tool-set from the SBS. The following objectives are attained by creating a SBS and then later converting them into
state and black box functions:
• Completeness: A response is defined for every stimulus history.
• Consistency: Each stimulus history maps to only one response.
• Correctness: The specification is explicitly traceable to the requirements. This is done by having a special column in Table 1
as Tag-id. Each requirement is then identified by a unique Tag.
Thus, each stimulus-response pair has to be justified by one or
more requirements.
2.5

domain of asd

The heart of ASD Methodology lies in CSP as a formal method for modeling concurrency. A Concurrent System consists of many components
which may execute in parallel and may interact with each other. Systems which follow this definition of concurrent system can be designed
by using ASD. Thus, the domain of ASD lies in:
• Concurrent Systems,
• Event Driven Systems,
• Reactive Systems,
• Embedded Systems (with discrete events).
Hence, ASD can best be applied in areas that expose complex state
behavior and is not suited for designing:
• User interfaces,
• Databases,
• Processing algorithms, etc.
2.6

asd limitations

ASD methodology focuses on designing the systems which have complex state behavior. As a result, ASD has less support for data handling.
Within ASD11 one cannot describe how to transform the data, whether
the data is to be stored persistently, etc. The main limitations to design
a system using ASD are the following:
1. ASD cannot handle control based on data. The solution of this
problem is to handle the control based on data in a handwritten
component (foreign component) with the corresponding interface
11 to be precise the data dependencies cannot be handled in sequence based specifications
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specified in a sequence based specification. However, this does
not helps in proving that complete system is deadlock-free, etc.
Thus, a complete system is impossible to design in ASD if the
foreign components are present.
2. Model checking of the foreign components is not considered
while using ASD which makes it impossible to prove that the
design of complete system is deadlock-free. Consider the context
diagram below (Figure 8), where the bidirectional arrows shows
the bidirectional interaction between the components. With ASD
methodology one can easily model and verify the interactions I1
and I2 . Since one cannot make design models of the foreign component, the interaction like I3 (between the foreign components)
thus neither can be modeled nor it can be verified. Also, it affects
the verification result for the overall system as the interaction I3
between F1 and F2 can be deadlock prone.

Figure 8: A sample context diagram in ASD

3. Since FDR2 model checker does not support timed CSP specifications, timing requirements cannot be verified using ASD.
Thus, the foreign component should be as small as possible (so that
it can be reviewed manually) and it should consist of sequential steps
only.
2.7

asd outcomes

The following items can be classified as ASD outcomes:
• Sequence Based specifications for component:
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– Specifying the interfaces.
– Specifying the design.
• Generated CSP model for the given Mealy machine.
• Model checked design against the interface behavior.
• Generated code in high level language like C + +, C].
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C A S E S T U D Y: B E X O R C H E S T R AT I O N C O N T R O L L E R

This chapter presents the case-study "Design of the BeX orchestration
controller (BEC)". We start out looking on how to combine ASD and
more traditional methods like e.g. UML to help us in designing the
BEC using ASD.
3.1

roadmap for modeling in asd

Figure 9: Roadmap for modeling in ASD.
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We assumed1 that a context diagram and a set of sequence diagrams
are already developed before modeling any system in ASD. Then, the
explanations of itemized arrows in Figure 92 are the following:
1. Firstly, using the context diagram identify the list of used and
provided interfaces with respect to the component to be designed
in ASD.
2. Secondly, using the set of sequence diagrams identify the list of
stimuli and responses with respect to each interface (both used
and provided ones).
3. Thirdly, for each of the interfaces (both used and implemented
ones) sketch a Mealy machine with transitions labeled as S/R
where S, and R are respective stimuli and responses for that
interface.
4. Fourthly, create a Sequence based specification for each of the
Mealy machines sketched in previous step. I. e. to create sequence
based specification for all the interfaces and for the design model.
5. And finally, for each sequence based specification use ASD toolset to generate CSP scripts. Then follow Chapter 4 for verification.
It is also possible to skip the third step as sketching of Mealy machine
(for a interface) by making sequence based specification (for an interface) directly from sequence diagrams. This is due to the fact that the
sequence based specification are a tabular representation of a Mealy
Machine (See Section 2.4).
3.2

introduction to bex controller

In [9], a complete X-ray system is divided into three sub-systems with its
functions allocated as shown in Figure 10. This case study focusses on
the central controller component for the back-end. The flow of messages
(between BEC and the other units) to realize an overall system function
is called an orchestration scenario. The BEC also acts as an overall
controller for a so called "workstation mode3 ". In this case study we
focus on the following scenarios:
• System startup-shutdown (Section 3.4).
• Select Acquisition Case: This scenario executes during case selection and thus is responsible for selecting a patient for which the
images are to be acquired (Section 3.5).
1 Note that already developed context and sequence diagrams can be changed either
due to the inability to model in ASD or due to design faults.
2 Dashed connector in the Figure 9 represents the interdependency between the rounded
box. For instance, the sequence diagrams are derived using the context diagram
showing the interaction between the components.
3 The back end switches to the workstation mode if the connection between the back
end and the front end is lost [19].
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Figure 10: A X-Ray System [15].

• Select Acquisition Protocol Step: This scenario selects the setting
for a specific image acquisition procedure which is part of an
exam (Section 3.6).
• Prepare-Unprepare: This scenario is executed when setting up
the system for image acquisition (prepare). And after image acquisition is finished the system unprepare’s i. e. return to reviewing
mode unprepare (Section 3.7).
• Workstation mode (Section 3.8).
Orchestration scenarios can execute concurrently. However the above
orchestration scenarios cannot execute concurrently. For example if a
"prepare" scenario is executing and at the same time a "Select Protocol"
stimuli comes in, the latter is blocked as the "Select Protocol" scenario
is not allowed execute while the system is preparing [9].
3.2.1

Original Context Diagram

The context diagram for the BEC as described in [9] is shown below
(Figure 11).
• System controller: is used to start up and shutdown the system.
Components that need to be controlled by the system controller
shall implement the IComponentControl interface [9]. The methods provided in this interface are Initialize(), Activate(), Deactivate(), and Shutdown().
• FEClient: implement’s the BE-FE interface as defined in [19].
The front-end (FE) client enables units on the back-end (BE) to
communicate with the FE and vice versa. It provides following
interfaces to BEC:
– IFEClientActivation: messages to activate and deactivate
front end.
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Figure 11: Original Context Diagram For BEC [9].

– IFEClientAcquisition: messages to prepare-unprepare for
image acquisition.
– IFEClientData: messages responsible for data handling of
image acquisition.
• Patient Admin service: is responsible for displaying and selecting
the acquisition case.
• Acquisition service: is provides the user the ability to select
acquisition parameters.
• X-RayIP service: creates all the image processing pipelines in the
system and expose those pipelines for external applications/services to access the pipeline [9].
• Workflow manager: It provides services for managing the overall
workflow i.e. starting, stopping, suspending, resuming, hiding
and showing of applications and their user interfaces (UI)[9].
We cannot proceed with modeling in ASD as the system design has
conflicted with our design decisions, namely:
1. Weakly typed interfaces are the generic interfaces which are used
to provide new functionality to a component without changes in
its implemented interface.
2. Distribution of component over processes.
Thus, the above context diagram (Figure 11) cannot be modeled using
ASD due to the following assumptions in ASD methodology:
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• The communication channel between a component and its used
interfaces is considered to be a lossless channel and also the
channel is assumed to be always available.
• ASD assumes the interfaces parameters are strongly typed. This
prevent’s one also to use Data-driven interfaces. Usually in datadriven interfaces, the interface parameters contain XML streams
as (datain,dataout).
• ASD assumes a one to one relation between two components. In
situation when messages need to be multiplexed to components
(more than 1) then foreign components are used. This is due to
the inability of ASD to handle control based on data.
• Lastly, all components are assumed to be running in the same
process.
3.3

revised context diagram

To align the system (BEC) design and the ASD restrictions, we need to
add the proxies between the BEC and the different components. These
proxies are foreign components which maps the correct methods defined originally by the interfaces of different services. The new context
diagram for the BEC is shown in Figure 12:

Figure 12: Revised Context Diagram for BEC.
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• Preparation controller: is responsible for preparing and un-preparing
the services for an image acquisition. An added advantage of
this sub-controller is that it is possible to add new services in the
system for future versions (i. e. the addition of the sub-controller
provides extensibility).
• Selection controller: is responsible for selecting the patient information and the protocol information.
• Other Proxies: are responsible for suitable interface parameter
conversions.
Note that there are two additional sub-controllers (Preparation Controller and Selection Controller) are added as shown in Figure 12. These
sub-controllers perform multiplexing of the requests and responses.
For instance, the request Prepare to Preparation controller is given by
BEC. This request is then multiplexed as different requests to different services by the Preparation controller. And similarly, Preparation
controller gather responses from different services and provide one
response back to BEC as Prepared. This way the complexity in BEC state
machine (Mealy machine) will be less as the complexity is distributed
among these two sub-controllers. Thus to design the BEC using ASD
we first need to make following models:
• BEC as both Interface(IBEC) and Design(BEC) model.
• FEClient4 as both Interface (IFEClient) and Design (FEClient)
model. Also there is no need to add the proxy between the
FEClient and the BEC as FEClient was an ASD component.
• Since Preparation controller is a foreign component so in this
case only Interface model (IPreparationController).
• For Selection controller also only its interface model (ISelectionController).
3.4

system startup and shutdown

The system controller is used to start-up and shutdown the system.
The system controller is one of the Windows services that is started
when the system is booted [9]. Components that are controlled by
the system controller should adhere to the following state transition
diagram (Figure 13) as defined in [26]. The parameters provided in the
interface specification [26] cannot be directly modeled in ASD (due to
the assumptions in Section 3.2.1). But to enable this functionality, we
need to have a proxy:
As ASD does not support control based on data5 we need
to have a foreign component which converts stimuli/responses (passing weakly typed data structures) as defined
4 Design of FEClient is outside the scope of this thesis. While designing BEC we only
need the interface(IFEClient) model of FEClient.
5 To enable the functionality "control based on data", stimuli and responses must be
specified with parameters.
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in [26] to stimuli/responses which can be handled by ASD
components (in this case BEC).

Figure 13: Component state transition diagram[26].

The requirements6 related to this scenario are following:
• Initialize, activate, deactivate and shutdown requests shall adhere
to the state-machine in [26].
• Upon receiving an activate request from system controller (proxy
in this case), BEC shall request the FEClient to establish interface
version.
• BEC shall activate BE-FE interface [19] only if the interface version exchange succeeds. If the FEClient returns interface version
exchange failed then BEC shall retry to activate FEClient, i. e.the
connection to the FE.
• BEC shall handle prepare-unprepare, selection for case, and protocol step requests only after receiving activation succeeded by
FEClient.
• BEC shall deactivate FEClient only if it has activated the FEClient.
• While preparing, unpreparing, selecting case, or selecting protocol step if the system controller proxy requests to deactivate/shutdown, then this requests response should be deferred and after
the completion of protocol only the response (like deactivated/shutdown completed) can be sent back to proxy.
Based on the above requirements, the set of stimuli and responses
related to this scenario are shown in Table 2.
3.5

select acquisition case scenario

Before one can perform image acquisition a patient case needs to be
selected. Then after the selection of case a particular type of an exam
6 These requirements can be tagged in the sequence based specification indicating the
reason for the selection of suitable responses for a stimulus. See Section 2.4.
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stimuli

responses

X.Init+

X.ComponentCreated

X.Activate+

X.ComponentInitialized

X.Deactivate+

X.ComponentActivated

X.Shutdown+

X.DeactivationDeferred

X.GetComponentState

X.DeactivationCompleted
X.ShutdownDeferred
X.ShutdownCompleted
XCB.ReadyForShutdown
XCB.ReadyForDeactivation

where X = IBEC
Table 2: Stimuli/Responses w.r.t IBEC.

can be selected. Finally, the settings for a specific step of the exam must
be selected. Thus the patient information (known as a case), the data
for examinations(known as a exam), and system settings (known as
a step) are stored in a database. This above information model has a
following hierarchical structure:
1. Case: A case is a high level data model containing patient information, its exam information (x-ray dosages etc), and protocol
step7 .
2. Exam: An exam is a lower level data model in comparison with
case as it stores exam information and protocol step.
3. Protocol Step: A protocol step is the lowest in hierarchy and it
stores information regarding protocol type.
The requirements related to this scenario(see Figure 14) are the following:
• Select acquisition case scenario shall always be initiated by Patient
Admin service.
• After the scenario is initiated, BEC shall select exam and inform
Acquisition and XrayIP services to apply the examination data of
the selected case.
• Acquisition and XrayIP services shall inform the BEC whether the
exam is applied successfully or failed.
• BEC shall determine the first protocol step for the particular
examination. If no examination exists, then messages related to
protocol step should be skipped.
7 protocol step refers to view type like skull etc [15].
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Figure 14: Select Acquisition Case.

• BEC shall request the Acquisition service to select the protocol
step so that the acquisition service retrieves so called EPX data
and applies it with the front-end internally. The result of this
procedure is given as response back to BEC either as ‘ProtocolStepSelected’ or ‘ProtocolStepSelectionFailed’.
• BEC shall raise start condition before requesting services to select exam and clear the start condition after the response for
Protocolselection is received from Acquisition service.
• BEC shall request workflow manager (in this case workflow
manager proxy) to create an acquisition session before requesting
services to apply exam. Later, in some time before protocol selection
response workflow manager can signal ‘PatientSessionStarted()’ back
to BEC.
• BEC shall return ‘AcqusitionCaseSelected’ after receiving protocol step selected from acquisition service.
Some of the above requirements which are written in italic font are
infeasible to specify with UML sequence diagram especially if the
system under development is large. Thus, we need a more formal
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stimuli

responses

X.SelectCase

X.SelectCaseOk

X.AcquisitionCaseSelected

X.SelectCaseFailed

X.SelectReqFailed+

XCB.SelectAcqCaseReq

X.SelectExam+

XCB.SelectAcqProtocolStepReq

X.SelectProtocolStep+

XCB.ExamSelected
XCB.ExamSelectionFailed
XCB.ProtocolStepSelected
XCB.ProtocolStepSelectionFailed

where X = ISelectionController
Table 3: Stimuli/Responses w.r.t Selection Controller.

technique like sequence based specification[21], process algebra (like
CSP) [1, 13] to handle these situations.

Figure 15: Mealy Machine for Selection Controller.

3.6

select acquisition protocol step scenario

When a case is selected through the previous scenario, one can select
different protocol step for that selected case. This scenario (Figure 16)
is designed to handle this requirement and behaviorally it is a subset
of the previous one. The initiation of this scenario is done by the
Acquisition service instead of the Patient Admin service as compared
with the previous scenario. Select Acquisition Case and Protocol step
scenario is handled by Selection Controller. The list of stimuli and
responses identified with respect to the selection controller can be
found in Table 3. The Mealy machine for selection controller is shown
in Figure 15.
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3.7 prepare-unprepare scenario

Figure 16: Select Acquisition Protocol Step.

3.7

prepare-unprepare scenario

Figure 17: Prepare-Unprepare Scenario.

The protocol defined in [19] for the prepare-unprepare scenario is
shown in Figure 17. The requirements related to this scenario are
following:
• The preparation of an image acquisition can only be initiated if
the Front-end is activated and not busy with the acquisition. Thus,
the front-end shall always start/stop acquisition by invoking a
request to prepare/unprepare, respectively.
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stimuli

responses

IPrepController.Prepare+

IPrepControllerCB.Prepared

IPrepController.Unprepare+

IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed

IPrepController.AfterRunData+

IPrepControllerCB.Unprepared

Table 4: Stimuli/Responses w.r.t PrepController.

• Back-end shall request to stop the acquisition by raising a run
condition8 , or by failing the request to prepare.
• The prepare request as invoked by the front-end shall always be
confirmed by the back-end.
• If the back-end reports that the preparation has failed, then the
front-end will invoke a request to unprepare.
• Once the front-end has invoked a request to prepare, it shall
always invoke a request to unprepare in order to prepare again.
• The front-end shall not invoke a request to unprepare until it has
received the acknowledgement that the back-end has successfully
prepared or that it has failed to prepare.
3.7.1

After Run Data

The sequence of images generated by one acquisition (a prepareunprepare cycle) is called as Run. When a run has been acquired
and at least one image has been generated by the front-end, some
data related to the acquired run is sent by a call-back from front-end to
back-end [19]. Front-end shall send exactly one After Run data call-back
somewhere after sending an Unprepare call-back and before sending
a reply on the next prepare call-back (see Figure 18). Also when backend looses communication with the front-end during acquisition, the
front-end stores the last after run data of the last acquired run. Thus,
back-end can request front-end to send that last after run data when
the communication is established again. Handling of After Run Data
is described in [9]. But this is irrelevant as BEC controller just needs
to pass on the after run data from FEClient. It does not need the information whether the after run data is applied by the services. List of
stimuli9 and responses related to Preparation Controller as defined in
its implemented interface is shown in Table 4. Thus based on the above
description of prepare-unprepare scenario, the Mealy machine for the
preparation controller can be easily develop as shown in Figure 19.

8 Run conditions are used to handle system conditions that occur during acquisition/preparation and result in aborting acquisition [19].
9 Internal stimuli are not shown.
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Figure 18: After Run Data Scenarios [9].

Figure 19: Mealy Machine for Preparation Controller.

3.8

workstation mode

The requirements related to this scenario are following:
• While establishing interface version (a connection to the front
end) if BEC receives ‘Interface version failed’, then BEC shall
goto the workstation mode where only reviewing of images is
possible.
• Spontaneous deactivation occurred between the BE(back end)FE(front end) link is informed to BEC by FEClient. Thus, whenever the BEC receives ‘Deactivation occurred’ from FEClient it
shall goto the workstation mode.
• BEC shall retry to activate BE-FE link only if the interface version
is succeeded.
The mealy machine for this scenario embedded in the completed BEC
design can be found in Appendix B.
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3.9

conclusions

The following points were concluded after applying ASD in designing
the BEC:
1. Design was adapted (Revised context diagram in section 3.3 ) to
facilitate modeling in ASD due to the assumptions made in ASD.
2. Routing a message from any service to the BEC becomes complex
while specifying in sequence based specification as compared to
the implementation in any high level language. Fortunately, this
can be reduced by designing the sub-controllers which can perform the routing and send only the suitable result (as a callback)
to BEC indicating that the operation is successful or not.
3. UML work products (basically context diagram and sequence
diagram) can be used as an input for modeling in ASD.
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CSP AND MODEL CHECKING

This chapter focuses on the composition of system by the individual
(for each component and interface) CSP process generated and provides
the different assertions which must be checked by FDR2.
4.1

communicating sequential process

The language of Communicating Sequential Process (CSP)[13] was
designed for describing systems of interacting components, and it is
supported by an underlying theory for reasoning about them. The
conceptual framework taken by CSP is to consider components, or processes, as independent self-contained entities with particular interfaces
through with they interact with their environment. This viewpoint is
compositional, in the sense that if two processes are combined to form
a larger system, that system is again a self-contained entity with a
particular interface - a (larger) process. This is the framework provided
by CSP for analyzing a system [25]. The interaction between different
components is modeled in terms of events. An event in CSP can be
abstract (internal), instantaneous (like callbacks), or synchronization
that may be shared between several processes. To give a flavor1 of CSP
as a rich formal language for enabling specifications and designs to
be clearly expressed and understood is the following ways one can
construct a process according to its needs:
P
• Event prefixing: If P is a CSP process, and a ∈ 2 is an event in
the interface of P, then new process may be constructed as a → P.
P
• Prefix choice (choosing between events): If A ⊆
is a set of
events, and for each a in A the process P(a) is defined, then a
new process can be defined as x : A → P(x). This denotes that
this process is prepared initially to engage in any of the events in
the set A. After an event a is chosen, the subsequent behavior is
that of the process P(a) corresponding to the event a.
• Compound events (for communication): If c is a channel name of
type T , and v is a particular value of type T , then the CSP process
c!v → P describes a process which is initially willing to output v
along channel c, and subsequently behaves as P.
If processes P(x) are defined for each x ∈ T then the CSP process
c?x : T → P(x) describes a process which is initially ready to
accept any value x of type T along channel c. Its subsequent
1 In this CSP is introduced very briefly, a more complete and detailed theory can be
found inP
[13, 25].
2 Usually
is used to denote the signature of any process and the interface of any
process is also known as the alphabet of that process.
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behavior, described by P(x), is determined by the value v that it
receives as input.
• External choice: An external choice between two processes is initially ready to perform the events that either process can engage
in. The choice is resolved by the performance of the first event, in
favor of the process that performs it. The external choice in CSP
is denoted as: P1  P2 for any arbitrary processes P1 , and P2 .
The external choice is associative 3 and commutative 4 . These two
properties enables the construction of indexed external choice.
Hence, if I is a finite indexing set (which can be empty) such that
Pi is defined for each i ∈ I, then for an arbitrary process name
say P, P =  Pi is a valid CSP expression.
i∈I

• Internal choice: The internal choice operator is generally used in
interface specification to denote a non-deterministic choice. The
process P1 u P2 describes a non-deterministic choice between
P1 and P2 meaning the choice is resolved by the process itself
without any influence from its environment.
The indexed internal choice is given by: If J is a set of indices
(such that J non-empty) and Pi is defined for each i ∈ J, then the
process
Pi can behave as any of the Pi .
i∈J

• Recursion: In order to describe infinitely executing processes, a
recursion construct is used. It is denoted by equation N = P
where N is a process name and P is an arbitrary CSP expression
which may include process name N.
• Alphabetized parallel composition: The interface of a process is the
set of all the events that the process has the potential to engage in
[25]. A parallel combination of two processes P1 and P2 whose inP
P
terfaces are given as A ⊆
and B ⊆
respectively is described
as P1A kB P2 . Here, the processes P1 and P2 synchronize on events
in A ∩ B, and perform their other events independently. Parallel
components of the combination P1A kB P2 must also agree on
termination, even though the X (termination) event does not
appear in the interface sets A and B.
The above binary parallel composition operator can also be generalized to model situations where there are number of concurrent
interacting components. If I is a finite set of indices such that Pi
and Ai are defined for each i ∈ I, then for an arbitrary process
i∈I

name(say P) the expression P = k Pi is a valid CSP expression.
Ai

• Interleaving: Concurrent execution of processes P1 and P2 where
no synchronization is required is described by the combination
P1 ||| P2 . In this process, the components P1 and P2 execute completely independently of each other, and do not interact on any
3 P1  (P2  P3 ) = (P1  P2 )  P3
4 P1  P2 = P2  P1
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events apart from termination. Each event is performed by exactly
one process.
• Interface parallel: This form of combination is a mixture of alphabetized parallel and interleaving parallel operators, which
requires synchronization only on those events appearing in a
P
common interface A ⊆
(as well as termination). This is described as P1 k P2 . The generalized version of interface parallel
A

can be written as k Pi where I is a finite indexing set, and Pi
Ai∈I

is defined for each i ∈ I.
• Hiding:Usually when different processes are composed either
through Alphabetized parallel or Interface parallel operators,
then there will be communications between these processes which
should be internal (hidden from environment). Given any process
P and any set of events X, then the process P \ X behaves like P
except the events defined in X become internal by replacing these
events by τ.
The complete set of operators are not present in the above explanation. This is due to the algorithm[4] which generates CSP scripts from
sequence based specification uses a small set of above mentioned operators. The algorithm presented in [4] generates individual CSP process.
By individual process we mean that the CSP scripts contain operators
only →, , and u.
4.2

models supported by fdr

FDR (version 2) supports three types of refinement for untimed CSP[17,
23]:
• Traces refinement: A process Q is a trace refinement of another
process P, if all the possible sequences of communications which
Q can do are also possible for P. This relationship is written as
P vT Q. Let the set of (finite) traces for any CSP process R is
given by traces(R). Then the refinement relation is defined as:
P vT Q ≡ P =T Q u P ≡ traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P)
• Failures refinement: A failure is a pair (s, X), where s is a trace of
the process (i. e.s ∈ traces) and X is a set of events the process
can refuse to perform at that point (X is also called as refusal
set). Let the set of a process P is given by failures(P), then vF is
defined as:
P vF Q ≡ failures(Q) ⊆ failures(P)
Also a state of process is deadlocked if it can refuse to do every
event.
• Failures-divergences refinement: A divergence is a finite trace during or after which the process can perform an infinite sequence
of consecutive internal (τ) actions. Thus the divergences of a
process are the set of traces after which the process may livelock.
The relation vFD is defined as follows:
P vFD Q ≡ failures(Q) ⊆ failures(P) ∧ divergences(Q) ⊆ divergences(P)
[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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4.3

composition of a system in csp

In Section 2.3 decomposition of the system was discussed, which described the individual stimuli and responses of each component and
interfaces. But to verify the system properties we have to again compose
the system (in terms of a CSP process using the above operators).
Consider the example ( Figure 7) where the design of the component
Ca is specified by using the events (stimuli and responses) of its implemented (ICa ) and used interfaces (ICb and ICc ). Let us assume
that we have the algorithm A (provided in [4]) which generates CSP
processes for individual components and interfaces. Also, let A(ICa ),
A(Ca ), A(ICb ) and A(ICc ) be the individual CSP process, as a result of
applying A. Then, the specification (S), design (D) and implementation
(I) of Ca component can be given as shown in following equations:
S =
D =

(4.1)

A(ICa )
((A(Ca ) k (A(ICb ) ||| A(ICc )) \ B) k Queue)
B

X
I = D\{
−{Sa ∪ Ra }}

(4.2)

C

(4.3)

where, B = {Sb ∪ Rb ∪ Sc ∪ Rc },
C

=

is the set of call-back events from used interfaces i. e.C ⊆ B, and

Queue

=

is the handwritten CSP script for handling of call-back events.

The explanations of the above equations are following5 :
• Equation 4.1: Since we are designing the component Ca in Figure
7, the specification of Ca will be its implemented interface. Also,
the implemented interface provides the external events of the Ca .
• Equation 4.2: As we know that the design model of Ca interacts
with its used interfaces (ICb , and ICc ) and also it interacts with
the queue for the call-back events. This information is represented
in CSP as Equation 4.2. Note that there is an interleaving parallel
operator ( ||| ) between used interfaces. This is due to the fact that
the used interfaces does not interact with each other but rather
with the design (in this case with Ca ).
• Equation 4.3: The implementation of the component should only
perform those set of events which are specified in its implemented
interface. Due to this reason implementation of Ca hides those
P
set of events which are not specified by ICa , i. e. −{Sa ∪ Ra }.
Also this helps in proving the assertion: S v I.
4.3.1

Verification

Based upon the above discussion and equations, now we can define
different assertions6 which can be feeded into FDR2 model checker
to perform verification. These assertions are following written (one
must follow this order for checking the assertions) in machine readable
(CSPM ):
5 For non-CSP users
6 Here, requirements are not shown to be verified against the implementation, as they
cannot be generalized. In next chapter, we will see how to formulate the requirement
as a CSP process related to the case-study presented in this thesis.
[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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1. Assertion on used interfaces. This assertion is used to check
whether the used interfaces are livelock free or not.
• assert A(ICb ) :[livelock free [FD]].
• assert A(ICc ) :[livelock free [FD]].
2. Assertion to check the design as a deterministic process.
• assert D :[deterministic [F]].
3. Assertion to check whether specification is livelock free or not.
• assert S :[livelock free [FD]].
4. Assertion to check whether design interaction with used interface
does not perform illegal events.
• assert STOP [T= D
5. Assertion to check whether implementation refines the specification or not.
• assert S [F= I.
• assert S [FD= I.
In the next chapter, we will substitute the variables in equations( 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3) by the processes generated by the tool-set related to the casestudy.
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R E S U LT S A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

This chapter provides the model checking results for the case-study, and
an evaluation of the verification technique for checking LTL properties
provided in [16]. Also the identified (pre-study) research questions are
answered in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3 this thesis is concluded
by giving directions for future work to improve the applicability of the
ASD methodology.
5.1

results

For the sake of simplicity only the generated process of used interface
of BEC (named IWFM) is shown below. An important thing to note in
this generated process it has an one process variable that denotes the
top-level process (for example in case of IWFM, the top-level process is
IWFM0(IG,IIG) where IG and IIG are of type boolean used as a guard).
Generated CSP File
--- This CSP model was generated by the ASD CSP Model Generator
Build 070730-01 from:
-Model name
= "IWFM"
-ASD Specification = "IWFM.xls"
-Date last updated = 2008-06-18 2:02:27 PM
--- This is confidential material the contents of which are the
property of Verum Consultants BV.
-- All reproduction and/or duplication in whole or in part without
the written prior consent of
-- Verum Consultants is strictly forbidden.
--- Modification or removal of this notice in whole or in part is
strictly forbidden.
-- Copyright 1998 - 2008 Verum Consultants BV
---------------------------------------------------------- Channel declarations
-- IWFM
IWFMEvents = {CreateAcqSession, Reset, NullRet}
channel IWFM : IWFMEvents
-- IWFMCB
IWFMCBEvents = {PatientSessionStarted}
channel IWFMCB : IWFMCBEvents
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-- IWFMINT
IWFMINTEvents = {PatientSessionStarted}
channel IWFMINT : IWFMINTEvents
-- datatype IWFM_Events =
-CreateAcqSession | Reset | NullRet |
PatientSessionStarted
-- Complete Process with illegal sequences
-Use this for failures refinement of designs against interface
specification
IWFM_Main = IWFM__(true,true)
-- Complete Process with all illegal sequences disabled
-Use this for stand alone deadlock check of designs
IWFM_Legal = IWFM__(false,false)
-- Complete Process with all implemented interface illegal
sequences disabled
-Use this when checking designs against improper use of used
interfaces
IWFM_InterfaceLegal = IWFM__(true,false)
-- Complete Top-Level Process - No SubState Machines
IWFM__(IG,IIG) = IWFM_(IG,IIG)
-- Top-Level Process
IWFM_(IG,IIG) = IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
-- Canonical Sequence 0:<>
IWFM_0(IG,IIG) =
(
IWFM.CreateAcqSession -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_1(IG,IIG)
[]
IWFM.Reset -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
)
-- Canonical Sequence 1:<IWFM.CreateAcqSession+>
IWFM_1(IG,IIG) =
(
IIG & IWFM.CreateAcqSession -> Illegal.IWFM_Tag -> IWFM_Illegal
[]
IWFMINT.PatientSessionStarted -> IWFMCB.PatientSessionStarted
-> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
[]
IWFM.Reset -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
)
-- Illegal State
IWFM_Illegal = STOP
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Now let us redefine the equations (4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) presented in previous chapter with respect to our case-study. For example we can define
a new CSP process IWFMInterface as following:
Edited CSP File
IWFM_Interface = let
-- Canonical Sequence 0:<>
IWFM_0(IG,IIG) =
(
IWFM.CreateAcqSession -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_1(IG,IIG)
[]
IWFM.Reset -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
)
-- Canonical Sequence 1:<IWFM.CreateAcqSession+>
IWFM_1(IG,IIG) =
(
IIG & IWFM.CreateAcqSession -> Illegal.IWFM_Tag -> IWFM_Illegal
[]
IWFMINT.PatientSessionStarted -> IWFMCB.PatientSessionStarted
-> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
[]
IWFM.Reset -> IWFM.NullRet -> IWFM_0(IG,IIG)
)
-- Illegal State
IWFM_Illegal = STOP
within IWFM_0(true,true)



Similarly, other variables are assigned with their respective top-level
generated processes in [2]. Then the specification SBEC , design DBEC ,
and implementation IBEC of BEC becomes as:
SBEC

= Interface\ICCBECINT

DBEC

=

IBEC

=

(ComponentDesign(true) k UsedComponents \X) k Queue
(DBEC \{

X

X

−Z})

where,
X

= UsedInterfaces,

Y

= {|MQin, MQout|},

Z

= {|ICCBEC, ICCBECCB, Illegal|}
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Figure 20: Verification Results-1.

5.1.1

Verification of BEC

The assertions are rewritten based on the assertions in Verification (See
Section 4.3.1) and were proven correct by FDR2 (See Figure 20 and
Figure 21):
1. Assertion on Used interfaces:
• FEClient.
• Selection Controller.
• Preparation Controller.
• Timer.
• Work-flow manager.
2. Assertion to check design deterministic process.
• assert DBEC :[deterministic [F]].
3. Assertion to check whether specification is livelock free or not.
• assert SBEC :[livelock free [FD]].
4. Assertion to check illegal usage of Used interfaces by the design.
• assert STOP [T= DBEC .
5. Assertion to check implementation refines specification.
• assert SBEC [F= IBEC
• assert SBEC [FD= IBEC

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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Figure 21: Verification Results-2.

The number of states and transition for the assertion 4 were 220, 824
and 1, 071, 300 respectively. But after compression in FDR2 following
result was obtained:
Refine checked 18,686 states
With 62,655 transitions
Took 2(1+0) seconds

5.1.2

Validation of BEC model

Through the above checked assertion we verified the design of BEC, i. e.
we designed the BEC model "correct". But we still need to validate our
design of BEC, i. e. whether we designed the "correct" BEC model or
not? To answer this question, one needs to verify the requirements of
BEC with its implementation (IBEC ).
The trend mostly followed in this methodology is that each requirement is specified in CSP as a process and which is refined against
the implementation (in this case-study, IBEC ). This is due to the FDR2
model checker which only support notions of refinement. But to apply1
"classical" model checking in a CSP setting with refinement, we need to
follow the procedure as described by Leuschel et al. in [16].
P
Definition 5.1.1 Consider LT L∆ (simply defined as LT L over ∪{∆}) where
P
P
∆∈
/
and where a valid trace π is either an infinite trace over
or a finite

1 Here we assumed that the reader has knowledge of Propositional logic and Linear
temporal logic(LTL).
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trace over
of S  φ:

P

terminated with an infinite number of ∆’s. Then the definition

S  φ iff ∀π ∈ kSk∆ , π  φ
P
where kSk∆ = kSkω ∪ {γ∆ω |(γ, ) ∈ failures(S)}, i. e., all the infinite
traces of S plus all finite traces which can lead to deadlock, then extended by
an infinite sequences of ∆s.
P
Definition 5.1.2 A Büchi ∆-automaton is a six-tuple B = ( , Q, T , Q0 , F, D)
P
P
where
is the alphabet, Q is the set of states, T ⊆ Q × ×Q is the transition relation, Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, F ⊆ Q is a set of infinite trace
accepting states, and D ⊆ Q is a set of deadlock monitor states2 .
Given a CSP process S to be verified and an LTL formula φ to be
checked, we do the following to construct a CSP process which will be
used to verify S  φ [16]:
1. negate the formula and translate it into LT L∆ , yielding ψ,
2. construct a Büchi automaton B for ψ using a classical construction,
3. translate B into a Büchi ∆-automaton B∆ , to properly handle
deadlocking traces,
4. translate B∆ into a CSP process csp(B∆ )(see Definition 5.1.3).
Definition 5.1.3 Convert Büchi ∆-automaton into a CSP process as follows:
• map every q ∈ Q to a CSP process name NAME(q),
• for every q ∈ Q0 we add the CSP definition: TESTER = NAME(q),
• for every non-accepting state q ∈ Q\F and for all outgoing edges
(q, a, q 0 ) ∈ T , add the definition:
NAME(q) = a → NAME(q 0 )
• for every accepting state q ∈ F where {(q, a1 , q1 ), . . . , (q, an , qn )} ⊆
T are all the outgoing edges of q, add the definition:
NAME(q) = success → (a1 → NAME(q1 ) . . . an → NAME(qn ))
• for every state q ∈ D, add a definition (by adding an external choice to
the above definition):
NAME(q) = deadlock → DEADLOCK
• add a single definition of DEADLOCK (where

P

= {a1 , . . . , an }):

DEADLOCK = a1 → ko → ST OP . . . an → ko → ST OP
2 A deadlocking trace γ will be accepted B∆ if B∆ has a run taking the trace t which
ends up in a so-called deadlock monitor states[16].
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Summary

To check S  φ perform the following 2 checks using FDR, where
T EST ER be obtained by def 5.1.3[16]:
X
k T EST ER)\(
SUC vT (S P
∪{deadlock, ko})
(5.1)

k T EST ER)\(
deadlock → ST OP vF (S P

X

∪{success})

(5.2)

where SUC = success → SUC. If the first test succeeds (i. e.Eq 5.1)
and S is finite, then S 2 φ (there exists an infinite trace in S accepted
by csp(B∆ )). Otherwise, if the second test (i. e.Eq 5.2) succeeds (there
exists a deadlocking trace in S accepted by csp(B∆ )), then S 2 φ. If both
refinement checks fail, then we know that S  φ [16]. But the above
technique works for finite-state space processes and finitely -branching
processes.
5.1.4

Evaluation of the above technique

The following LTL requirements with respect to the case-study were
checked using FDR2:
• The prepare cycle shall eventually be completed. This can be
represented in LTL as φ1 :
φ1

= (IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare → ♦IPrepController.Unprepared)

ψ1

= ¬φ1
= ¬((IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare → ♦IPrepController.Unprepared))
= ♦(IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare ∧ ¬♦IPrepController.Unprepared)
= ♦(IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare ∧ ¬IPrepController.Unprepared)

Figure 22: A Büchi ∆-automaton for φ1 .

Using the above definitions and figure 22, the conversion in
csp(B∆ )) will be:

[ August 15, 2008 at 11:42 ]
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csp(φ1 )
---------------------------------------------- Hand written CSP model for BEC controller to check
requirement
--------------------------------------------include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Prepare -> \
diamond Unprepared)
Tester = S1
S1 = (IPrepController.Prepare -> S1
[]
IFEClientAcquisition.Unprepared -> S1
[]
IPrepController.Prepare -> S2 )
S2 = ((success -> ( IPrepController.Prepare -> S2 )) []
deadlock -> Deadlock)
Deadlock = (IPrepController.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
IFEClientAcquisition.Unprepared -> ko ->Illegal
.ko_Tag -> STOP )
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepController,
IFEClientAcquisition|}|] Tester) \ {| IPrepController.
Prepare, IFEClientAcquisition.Unprepared, deadlock, ko
|}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepController,
IFEClientAcquisition|}|] Tester) \ {| IPrepController.
Prepare, IFEClientAcquisition.Unprepared, success |})[[
Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)
]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
-----------------------------------------------

Thus from the Figure 23 it is clear that implementation of BEC
satisfies the above requirement, i. e.IBEC  φ1 .
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Figure 23: FDR Refinement Check of φ1 .

• Prepare and Selection Case scenarios shall run in a mutual exclusive way. This is described in φ2 as a LTL property.
φ2

=

((X1 → ♦¬X2 )

∨ (X3 → ♦¬(X4 ∨ X5 ))
∨ (X6 → ♦¬X2 )
∨ (X7 → ♦¬X2 )), and
ψ2

=

¬φ2

=

(♦(X1 ∧ X2 )

∧ ♦(X3 ∧ (X4 ∨ X5 ))
∧ ♦(X6 ∧ X2 )
∧ ♦(X7 ∧ X2 ))
where

5.2

X1

= ISelectionController.SelectCase,

X2

= IPrepControllerCB.Prepared,

X3

= IPrepController.Prepare,

X4

= ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected,

X5

= ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelectionFailed,

X6

= ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,

X7

= ISelectionController.SelectExam.

conclusions

In this section, the identified research questions are answered:
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• RQ2.1: For which software systems ASD methodology is useful? Also
whether system under development using ASD can be part of system
or it should be a complete system?
The answer for first part of question is addressed in Section
2.5(Domain of ASD). For the second part, ASD methodology can
be applied to a part of system. In view of verification, only the
interfaces of so-called foreign components are verified3 . Thus with
the usage of foreign components, it is not necessary that the
whole system should be designed using ASD methodology.
• Does the ASD methodology fits in the software development life-cycle?
And at which stage of life-cycle it should be applied?
Yes. From Figure 9 in Section 3.1, it is clear that this methodology
requires Context diagram and sequence diagrams (to know which
components are interacting) as input. Thus this methodology is
suitable after the design phase and before the implementation
phases in the software development life-cycle.
• Does the model designed by ASD support extendibility, so that the
system is extendible, adding new units?
The model designed by ASD can be extended with the usage of
proxies. The main functionality of these proxies (also referred
as foreign components in ASD methodology) is to provide the
suitable interface conversions.
• Can we verify properties like Deadlock freeness, live-lock freeness etc
are met or not?
Yes. Apart from checking these general properties through refinement, even LTL properties can be verified using the notion of
refinement (See Section 5.1.2).
• What are the limitations found while using the ASD methodology?
In addition to the limitation found in Section 2.6, some of the
limitations found in this chapter were following:
1. To prove the assertion 4 in Section 5.1.1, we have to add
some new internal stimuli and visible responses in IBEC
(the interface model of BEC) and BEC (the design model of
BEC). The reason was that our specification (IBEC) was too
abstract and was failing the divergence check.
2. While performing the verification of the case-study using
FDR2, it would be more logical to provide the special events
like ’IQueue.FlushQueue’ and ’IQueueCB.EmptyQueue’ at
a sequence based specification level (When one is designing
the excel sheets). This is required in situations where the
system is in some stable state and still some call-backs are
present in the queue (more precisely in DPC queue). A naive
solution which was followed in this thesis was that when
3 In order to guarantee that foreign components will interface correctly at runtime
with ASD components, the requirements presented in [8] must be considered while
drawing context diagram of the system.
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the system is in stable state, we made the response column
for these call-backs as ’Null’. An alternative solution would
be to define these special events in CSP. But in this way, the
generated code will not have these special events. Thus, to
summarize the above situation it would be logical to define
some special and standard events to design the system in
an efficient way. Also, defining these events at sequence
based specification level helps the ASD code generator to
have this functionality in the implementation.
3. In the case-study, there were some stimuli like ’ActivationInProgress’ which does not affect the state-machine (i. e. in the
Mealy machine these stimuli will be modeled as a self loop
in the state where this stimuli is enabled). These stimuli
cause two typical problems as stated below:
– Firstly, the queue was getting filled up with these
events and hindering the verification results. The solution adopted was that a new (handwritten) CSP process
was created that restricts the generation of events such that
it can only send a new event if there is place in the queue.
This forces the component to take out some call-back
events from the queue.
– And lastly, while checking for refinement under failure/divergences these events causes the implementation (IBEC ) process to be in an infinite loop. In other
words, it was found that IBEC process diverges as these
events were made hidden for checking:
SBEC vFD IBEC .
5.3

future work

In this thesis the ASD methodology was applied and following areas
can be considered for further work.
5.3.1

Events with parameters

The algorithm presented in [4] is a simple algorithm which converts
the sequence based specification into CSP. It is a simple algorithm as it
was not designed to handle events (both stimuli and responses) with
parameters. It was found that if events (both stimuli and responses)
are specified with parameters in excel sheet, the CSP generator removed
the parameters associated with those events. This make ASD tooling less
flexible than modeling tools like mCRL2 (See Appendix C) in terms of
modeling.
5.3.2

Validation of design

In general, it was found that validation of design in ASD is done by
representing a requirement as a CSP process. But in this thesis (in
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Section 5.1.2), the technique presented in [16] is applied to the casestudy. This technique can also be easily implemented in the current
tooling. The technique presented is suitable for checking LTL property.
An interesting question would be whether a similar technique can
be generalized for checking CTL (Computational tree logic) property.
The model checking algorithm for CTL as compared to LTL are much
simpler as there is no need to take a negation of a formula in CTL to
perform checking. Also, one cannot apply directly the model checking
algorithm for CTL in FDR as the data-structure for states and transition
is hidden from user. Thus, the only way to tackle this problem is to
convert the CTL formula into a CSP process (say P, representing an
automaton) and check for I v P, where I is the implementation in CSP.
In brief, one needs to answer the following two questions:
1. Whether CTL formulas can be converted into an Büchi Automaton?
2. Whether CTL formulas are preserved under trace and failure refinement for finite state processes?
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CALL-BACK SEMANTICS

As we know that call-backs in ASD are decoupled via a queue mechanism implemented using FIFO semantics. Due to this decoupling the
actual processing of the call-back is done in a thread context different
from the calling thread. This thread context is part of the client and is
called the DPC Server thread. Call-backs are decoupled in this way in
order to avoid possible control flow cycles and ensure that call-back
processing cannot introduce deadlocks. Thus, every component has an
additional DPC server thread to handle callbacks.

Figure 24: ASD callback handling

Consider Figure 24 where component C1 is a client and component
C2 is a server. ASD assumes there is a duplex channel between C1 and
C2 as 1 and 2 as shown in the figure. Channel 1 is used by the C1 to
request either synchronous calls or asynchronous calls. Channel 2 is
used by the C2 to give response either for synchronous return or void
return for asynchronous calls (Since in asynchronous communication
the actual response is sent by the server as callbacks later in time).
Channel 3 is used by C2 to give callbacks to C1 using the queue. For
every call received by the server component (for example C2), the server
component follows following semantics:
Call-back semantics
Get ClientMutex
Get ClientDPCMutex
CallProcessing
Release ClientDPCMutex
ConditionalWait (DPC call-back)

53
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Release ClientMutex

The above semantics is self-explanatory except the use of ConditionalWait. Once the call processing is completed the ClientDPCMutex is
released, so that the DPC server thread can immediately process the
next request(s) from queue. But the client’s thread remains blocked on
a conditional variable. This conditional variable can be set by the DPC
server thread and therefore releases the client’s thread and returns with
the proper return value (or call-back). Let C1 request C2 by sending an
asynchronous call ‘RequestConnection’. C2 processes this request and
later provides a ‘connected’ message to C1. The behavior of this call
processing and response with call-back semantics can be represented
as a state machine (see Figure 25).

Figure 25: ASD callback behavior.
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Figure 26: Mealy Machine for BEC.
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BEC IN MCRL2

The goal of this appendix is to give the comparison between modeling
any system in mCRL2 and ASD methodology. mCRL2 stands for micro
Common Representation Language 2. It is a specification language that
can be used to specify and analyze the behavior of distributed systems
and protocols and is the successor to µCRL. Using its accompanying
tool-set systems can be analyzed and verified automatically [28]. In
general, the following steps are involved in the analysis of a system
with mCRL2[12]:
• A specification of the system’s behavior is written in the mCRL2
language.
• This specification is converted to a Linear Process Specification
(LPS).
• The LPS can be modified/simplified using various manipulation
tools and can be simulated using various simulation tools.
• A Labelled Transition System (LTS) or state space can be generated
from the modified LPS. Subsequently, this LTS can be analyzed
for errors using model checking techniques.
Thus our first step to model BEC in mCRL2 is to create a specification
written in mCRL2 language. Hence, we use sequence based specification
P
(which stores this septuple information M = (Q, , Γ , P, δ, λ, qI ) in
tabular way) to convert manually into mCRL2 specification with the
help of algorithm1 in [4].
The mCRL2 specifications for the design of BEC can be found in
[2]. The following points were identified while comparing modeling in
mCRL2 and ASD methodology:
• Events which does not affect the states of the state machine: As mentioned in Chapter 5, there were stimulus like ’ActivationInProgress’
which hampered the verification results. We have to write an additional process in CSP which limits the generation of these
events. In mCRL2, the use of allow operator (∇v ) helps in blocking the generation of events like ’ActivationInProgress’. Here v
denotes the set of events which one wants to allow in the parallel
composition of the system.
• Reduction in number of stimuli: mCRL2 facilitates user-defined
data types. For instance we have following three events as:
1. IBEC.ComponentState_Activated
1 The algorithm presented in [4] was translated into ACP style process algebra so as to
model the BEC in mcrl2.
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bec in mcrl2

check

states

transition

None

5137

9591

Strong bisimulation

1651

3630

Branching bisimulation

1398

3087

Table 5: Results in mCRL2.

2. IBEC.ComponentState_Initialized
3. IBEC.ComponentState_Created
These above three events can be replaced by only one action in
mCRL2 as follows:
– Firstly, defining a new sort as state = struct created |
initialized | activated;

– Then, defining one action as ComponentState:state;, where
state is a parameter of the action ComponentState.
• Validation of design: Validation of design in ASD is done by reviewing the sequence based specifications. In mCRL2, the validation
of design can be done in following two ways:
1. A requirement can be represented as a process in ACP and
later check with implementation.
2. A requirement can be represented as a modal-mu calculus
formula. Thus, mCRL2 also supports classical model checking which is not supported by FDR2. Hence, there is no
need to use techniques presented in [16].
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• Upon receiving an activate request from system controller, BEC shall
request the FEClient to establish interface version.
The above requirement can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦X2 ),
where
X1

= ICCBEC.Activate,

X2

= IFEClientActivation.EstablishInterfaceVersion.

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule6.csp".
rule6.csp
include "yokeBEC1.csp"
--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( ICCBEC.Activate -> S1
[]
ICCBEC.Activate -> S2
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded -> S1)
S2 = ((success -> ICCBEC.Activate -> S2) []
deadlock -> Deadlock)
Deadlock = (ICCBEC.Activate -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded ->
ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP )
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IFEClientActivationCB
,ICCBEC|}|] Tester) \ {| IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded, ICCBEC.Activate,
deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,ICCBEC|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded, ICCBEC.Activate,
success |})[[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
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SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
------------------------------------------------------------



The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule6.csp" was found to be
successful (see Figure 27).

Figure 27: Validating of rule6.csp

• BEC shall activate BE-FE interface only if the interface version exchange succeeds. If the FEClient returns interface version exchange
failed then BEC shall retry to activate FEClient, i. e. the connection to
the FE.
The above requirement can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦X2 ) ∨ (X3 → ♦X4 ),
where
X1

= IFEClientActivation.EstablishInterfaceVersionSucceeded,

X2

= IFEClientActivation.ActivateBEFEInterface,

X3

= IFEClientActivation.EstablishInterfaceVersionFailed,

X4

= ICCBEC.Activate.

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule7.csp".
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rule7.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IFEClientActivation.ActivateBEFEInterface -> S1
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded -> S2
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded -> S1)
S2 = ((success -> IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded -> S2) []
deadlock -> Deadlock)
Deadlock = (IFEClientActivation.ActivateBEFEInterface -> ko
-> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded ->
ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP )
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IFEClientActivationCB
,IFEClientActivation|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded,
IFEClientActivation.ActivateBEFEInterface, deadlock, ko
|}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,IFEClientActivation|}|] Tester) \
{| IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded,
IFEClientActivation.ActivateBEFEInterface, success |})[[
Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)
]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
Tester1 = R1
R1 = (IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionFailed -> R1
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionFailed -> R2
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[]
ICCBEC.Activate -> R1 )
R2 = ((success -> IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionFailed -> R2) []
deadlock -> Deadlock1)
Deadlock1 = (IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionFailed -> ko -> Illegal.ko_
Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Activate -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP)
Rcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,ICCBEC|}|] Tester1) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionFailed, ICCBEC.Activate,
deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
Rcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,ICCBEC|}|] Tester1) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.
EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded, ICCBEC.Activate,
success |})[[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
assert Rcomposition [T= SUC
assert Rcomposition2 [F= RD
--------------------------------------------------------------


The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule7.csp" was found to be
successful (see Figure 28).

Figure 28: Validating of rule7.csp
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• BEC shall handle prepare-unprepare, selection for case, and protocol
step requests only after receiving activation succeeded by FEClient. In
brief, the scenarios other than system startup/shutdown shall execute
only when FEClient sends activation succeeded to BEC. The above
requirement can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦(X2 ∨ X3 ∨ X4 ∨ X5 )),
where
X1

= IFEClientActivation.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,

X2

= IPrepController.Prepare,

X3

= ISelectionController.SelectCase,

X4

= ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,

X5

= ISelectionController.SelectExam.

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule8.csp".
rule8.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"
--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IPrepController.Prepare -> S1
[]
ISelectionController.SelectCase -> S1
[]
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> S1
[]
ISelectionController.SelectExam -> S1
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S2
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S1)
S2 = ((success -> IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S2) []
deadlock -> Deadlock)
Deadlock = (IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
IPrepController.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
ISelectionController.SelectCase -> ko -> Illegal
.ko_Tag -> STOP
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[]
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ISelectionController.SelectExam -> ko -> Illegal
.ko_Tag -> STOP)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IFEClientActivationCB
,IPrepController,ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,
IPrepController.Prepare, ISelectionController.SelectCase
, ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,
ISelectionController.SelectExam, deadlock, ko |}) [[
Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)
]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,IPrepController,
ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientActivationCB.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,
IPrepController.Prepare, ISelectionController.SelectCase
, ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,
ISelectionController.SelectExam, success |})[[Illegal.x
<- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD

-----------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule8.csp" was found to be
successful (see Figure 29).
• BEC shall deactivate FEClient only if it has activated the FEClient.
The above requirement can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦X2 )
where
X1

= IFEClientActivation.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,

X2

= IFEClientActivation.DeactivateBEFEInterface.

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule9.csp".
rule9.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"
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Figure 29: Validating of rule8.csp
--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IFEClientActivation.DeactivateBEFEInterface -> S1
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S2
[]
IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S1)
S2 = ((success -> IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> S2) []
deadlock -> Deadlock)
Deadlock = (IFEClientActivationCB.
BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
IFEClientActivation.DeactivateBEFEInterface ->
ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP )
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IFEClientActivationCB
,IFEClientActivation|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientActivation.DeactivateBEFEInterface,
IFEClientActivationCB.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,
deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientActivationCB,IFEClientActivation|}|] Tester) \
{| IFEClientActivation.DeactivateBEFEInterface,
IFEClientActivationCB.BEFEInterfaceActivationSucceeded,
success |})[[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
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assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
-------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule9.csp" was found to be
successful (see Figure 30).

Figure 30: Validating of rule9.csp

• While preparing, unpreparing, selecting case, or selecting protocol step
if the system controller proxy requests to deactivate/shutdown, then
this requests response should be deferred and after the completion of
protocol only the response (lie deactivated/shutdown completed) can be
sent back to proxy.
BEC shall request the Acquisition service to select the protocol step
so that the acquisition service retrieves so called EPX data and applies it with front-end internally. The result of this procedure is given
as response back to BEC either as ’ProtocolStepSelected’ or ’ProtocolStepSelectionFailed’.
Both the above requirements can be validated by the following
LTL formula as:
φ1

=

(X1 → ♦(X2 → ♦X3 ))

∨ (X4 → ♦(X2 → ♦X3 ))
∨ (X5 → ♦(X2 → ♦X3 ))
∨ (X6 → ♦(X2 → ♦X3 )),
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and
φ2

=

(X1 → ♦(X7 → ♦X8 ))

∨ (X4 → ♦(X7 → ♦X8 ))
∨ (X5 → ♦(X7 → ♦X8 ))
∨ (X6 → ♦(X7 → ♦X8 )).
where,
X1

= IPrepController.Prepare,

X2

= ICCBEC.Deactivate,

X3

= ICCBEC.DeactivationDeferred,

X4

= IPrepController.Unprepare,

X5

= ISelectionController.SelectCase,

X6

= ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,

X7

= ICCBEC.Shutdown,

X8

= ICCBEC.ShutdownDeferred.

Note that φ1 and φ2 are associated for deactivation and shutdown checks, respectively. The result obtained after converting
φ1 and φ2 into CSP can be found in the files "rule10a.csp" and
"rule10b.csp" respectively.
rule10a.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( ICCBEC.Deactivate -> S2
[]
IPrepController.Prepare -> S2
[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> S1
)
S2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Deactivate -> S3 [] ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted -> S3) ) []
deadlock -> Deadlock )
S3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> S3)
deadlock -> Deadlock )

) []

Deadlock = (IPrepController.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Deactivate -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
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[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko
_Tag -> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
IPrepController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, IPrepController.Prepare, ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
IPrepController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, IPrepController.Prepare, ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted, success |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
Tester1 = R1
R1 = ( ICCBEC.Deactivate -> R2
[]
ISelectionController.SelectCase -> R2
[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> R1
)
R2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Deactivate -> R3 [] ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted -> R3) ) []
deadlock -> RDeadlock )
R3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> R3)
deadlock -> RDeadlock )

) []

RDeadlock = (ISelectionController.SelectCase -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Deactivate -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko
_Tag -> STOP
)
Rcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, ISelectionController.SelectCase, ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
Rcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, ISelectionController.SelectCase, ICCBEC.
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DeactivationCompleted, success |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
assert Rcomposition [T= SUC
assert Rcomposition2 [F= RD

Tester2 = T1
T1 = ( ICCBEC.Deactivate -> T2
[]
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> T2
[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> T1
)
T2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Deactivate -> T3 [] ICCBEC.
DeactivationCompleted -> T3) ) []
deadlock -> TDeadlock )
T3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> T3)
deadlock -> TDeadlock )

) []

TDeadlock = (ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> ko
-> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Deactivate -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko
_Tag -> STOP
)
Tcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal
.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
Tcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController, ICCBECCB|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.
Deactivate, ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep,
ICCBEC.DeactivationCompleted, success |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
assert Tcomposition [T= SUC
assert Tcomposition2 [F= RD
--------------------------------------------------------------


rule10b.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"
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--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( ICCBEC.Shutdown -> S2
[]
IPrepController.Prepare -> S2
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> S1
)
S2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Shutdown -> S3 [] ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted -> S3) ) []
deadlock -> Deadlock )
S3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> S3)
deadlock -> Deadlock )

) []

Deadlock = (IPrepController.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Shutdown -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
IPrepController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
IPrepController.Prepare, ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted,
deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
IPrepController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
IPrepController.Prepare, ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted,
success |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
Tester1 = R1
R1 = ( ICCBEC.Shutdown -> R2
[]
ISelectionController.SelectCase -> R2
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> R1
)
R2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Shutdown -> R3 [] ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted -> R3) ) []
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deadlock -> RDeadlock )
R3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> R3)
deadlock -> RDeadlock )

) []

RDeadlock = (ISelectionController.SelectCase -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Shutdown -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
)
Rcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
ISelectionController.SelectCase, ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
Rcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
ISelectionController.SelectCase, ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted, success |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.
IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
assert Rcomposition [T= SUC
assert Rcomposition2 [F= RD

Tester2 = T1
T1 = ( ICCBEC.Shutdown -> T2
[]
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> T2
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> T1
)
T2 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.Shutdown -> T3 [] ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted -> T3) ) []
deadlock -> TDeadlock )
T3 = ( (success -> (ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> T3)
deadlock -> TDeadlock )

) []

TDeadlock = (ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep -> ko
-> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.Shutdown -> ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ICCBEC.ShutdownCompleted -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
)
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Tcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep, ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
Tcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|ICCBEC,
ISelectionController|}|] Tester) \ {| ICCBEC.Shutdown,
ISelectionController.SelectProtocolStep, ICCBEC.
ShutdownCompleted, success |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.
IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
assert Tcomposition [T= SUC
assert Tcomposition2 [F= RD
----------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ1 specified in "rule10a.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 31). The validation of the ¬φ2 specified

Figure 31: Validating of rule10a.csp

in "rule10b.csp" was found to be successful (see Figure 32).
• Back-end shall request to stop the acquisition by raising a run condition, or by failing the request to prepare.
• If the back-end reports that the preparation has failed, then the frontend will invoke a request unprepare.
Once the front-end has invoked a request to prepare, it shall always
invoke a request to unprepare in order to prepare again.
The front-end shall not invoke a request to unprepare until it has received the acknowledgement that the back-end has successfully prepare
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Figure 32: Validating of rule10b.csp

or that it has failed to prepare.
The above requirements can be represented in LTL as:
φ = ((X1 ∨ X2 ) → ♦X3 ),
where
X1

= IPrepControllerCB.Prepared,

X2

= IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed,

X3

= IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Unprpeare

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule11.csp".
rule11.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> S1
[]
IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> S2
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> S1
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> S2
[]
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Unprepare -> S1)
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S2 = ( (success -> ( (IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> S2) [] (
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> S2) ) ) []
deadlock -> Deadlock )
Deadlock = (IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> ko -> Illegal.ko_
Tag -> STOP
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> ko ->Illegal.
ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Unprepare -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientAcquisitionCB,IPrepControllerCB|}|] Tester) \
{| IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Unprepare, IPrepControllerCB.
Prepared, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed, deadlock, ko
|}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IFEClientAcquisitionCB,IPrepControllerCB|}|] Tester) \
{| IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Unprepare, IPrepControllerCB.
Prepared, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed, success |})
[[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
-------------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule11.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 33).
• BEC shall return ’AcquisitionCaseSelected’ after receiving protocol step
selected from acquisition service. The above requirement can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦X2 ),
where
X1

= ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected,

X2

= ISelectionController.AcquisitionCaseSelected.

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule12.csp".
rule12.csp
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Figure 33: Validating of rule11.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected -> S1
[]
ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected -> S2
[]
ISelectionController.AcquisitionCaseSelected -> S1)
S2 = ( (success -> (ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelected -> S2) ) []
deadlock -> Deadlock )
Deadlock = (ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected ->
ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ISelectionController.AcquisitionCaseSelected ->
ko ->Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
ISelectionControllerCB,ISelectionController|}|] Tester)
\ {| ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected,
ISelectionController.AcquisitionCaseSelected, deadlock,
ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions
(Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
ISelectionControllerCB,ISelectionController|}|] Tester)
\ {| ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected,
ISelectionController.AcquisitionCaseSelected, success
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|}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
--------------------------------------------------------------


The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule12.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 34).

Figure 34: Validating of rule12.csp

• BEC shall raise start condition before requesting services to select exam
and clear the start condition after the response for protocol selection is
received from acquisition service. The above requirement can be
represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦X2 ) ∧ ((X3 ∨ X4 ) → ♦X5 ),
where
X1

= IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition,

X2

= ISelectionController.SelectExams,

X3

= ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected,

X4

= ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelectionFailed,

X5

= IStartRunConditionClient.ClearStartCondition
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The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule13.csp".
rule13.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"
--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition -> S1
[]
IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition -> S2
[]
ISelectionController.SelectExam -> S1)
S2 = ( (success -> (IStartRunConditionClient.
SetStartCondition -> S2) ) []
deadlock -> Deadlock )
Deadlock = (IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition -> ko
-> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ISelectionController.SelectExam -> ko ->Illegal.
ko_Tag -> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IStartRunConditionClient,ISelectionController|}|] Tester
) \ {| IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition,
ISelectionController.SelectExam, deadlock, ko |}) [[
Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)
]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IStartRunConditionClient,ISelectionController|}|] Tester
) \ {| IStartRunConditionClient.SetStartCondition,
ISelectionController.SelectExam, success |}) [[Illegal.x
<- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD
Tester1 = R1
R1 = (ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected -> R1
[]
ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected -> R2
[]
ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelectionFailed ->
R1
[]
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ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelectionFailed ->
R2
[]
IStartRunConditionClient.ClearStartCondition -> R1)
R2 = ((success -> (ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelected -> R2 [] ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelectionFailed -> R2))
[]
deadlock -> Deadlock1)
Deadlock1 = (ISelectionControllerCB.ProtocolStepSelected ->
ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelectionFailed -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IStartRunConditionClient.ClearStartCondition
-> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP)
Rcomposition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IStartRunConditionClient,ISelectionControllerCB|}|]
Tester1) \ {| IStartRunConditionClient.
ClearStartCondition, ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelected, ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelectionFailed, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.
x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]
Rcomposition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|
IStartRunConditionClient,ISelectionControllerCB|}|]
Tester1) \ {| IStartRunConditionClient.
ClearStartCondition, ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelected, ISelectionControllerCB.
ProtocolStepSelectionFailed, success |}) [[Illegal.x <Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(Illegal)]]

assert Rcomposition [T= SUC
assert Rcomposition2 [F= RD
-------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule13.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 35).
• The prepare request as invoked by the front-end shall always be confirmed by the back-end. The above requirement can be represented
in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦(X2 ∨ X3 )),
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Figure 35: Validating of rule13.csp

where
X1

= IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare,

X2

= IPrepControllerCB.Prepared,

X3

= IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed,

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule14.csp".
rule14.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"

--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare -> S1
[]
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare -> S2
[]
IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> S1
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> S1)
S2 = ( (success -> (IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare -> S2)
[]
deadlock -> Deadlock )

)

Deadlock = (IPrepControllerCB.Prepared -> ko -> Illegal.ko_
Tag -> STOP
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[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> ko ->Illegal.
ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.
ko_Tag -> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepControllerCB,
IFEClientAcquisitionCB|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare, IPrepControllerCB.
Prepared, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed, deadlock, ko
|}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepControllerCB,
IFEClientAcquisitionCB|}|] Tester) \ {|
IFEClientAcquisitionCB.Prepare, IPrepControllerCB.
Prepared, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed, success |})
[[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <- extensions(
Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD

-----------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule14.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 36).

Figure 36: Validating of rule14.csp
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• Back-end shall request to stop the acquisition by raising a run condition or by failing the request to prepare. The above requirement
can be represented in LTL as:
φ = (X1 → ♦(X2 ∨ X3 )),
where
X1

= IPrepController.Prepare,

X2

= IStartRunConditionClient.RunCondition,

X3

= IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed,

The result obtained after converting φ into CSP using [16] can be
found in the file "rule15.csp".
rule15.csp

include "yokeBEC1.csp"
--- To prove LTL property where \phi = \box(Activate -> \
diamond EstablishBEFEInterfaceVersionSucceeded)
Tester = S1
S1 = ( IPrepController.Prepare -> S1
[]
IPrepController.Prepare -> S2
[]
IStartRunConditionClient.RunCondition -> S1
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> S1)
S2 = ( (success -> (IPrepController.Prepare -> S2)
deadlock -> Deadlock )

) []

Deadlock = (IPrepController.Prepare -> ko -> Illegal.ko_Tag
-> STOP
[]
IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed -> ko ->Illegal.
ko_Tag -> STOP
[]
IStartRunConditionClient.RunCondition -> ko ->
Illegal.ko_Tag -> STOP
)
composition = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepControllerCB,
IPrepController, IStartRunConditionClient|}|] Tester) \
{| IStartRunConditionClient.RunCondition,
IPrepController.Prepare, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed
, deadlock, ko |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x
<- extensions(Illegal)]]
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composition2 = ((YokedImplementation [|{|IPrepControllerCB,
IPrepController, IStartRunConditionClient|}|] Tester) \
{| IStartRunConditionClient.RunCondition,
IPrepController.Prepare, IPrepControllerCB.PrepareFailed
, success |}) [[Illegal.x <- Illegal.IBEC_Tag | x <extensions(Illegal)]]
SUC = success -> SUC
RD = deadlock -> STOP
assert composition [T= SUC
assert composition2 [F= RD

--------------------------------------------------------

The validation of the ¬φ specified in "rule15.csp" was found to
be successful (see Figure 37).

Figure 37: Validating of rule15.csp
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